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Grey Dawn Counter Attack Splits Southern Alliance
Heavy fighting rages in Alliance Territory
Flag. This unheard of faction seems and the aircraft returned to base
to have been building in the West undamaged.
and advancing slowly eastward. Creeping Death have advanced into
Their first action has been against the Government Forces area of
the PdU at Sanitra, where a Fekensa where they clashed with
company sized Infantry force with the defenders. A small action was
three tanks supporting entered the fought with several squads and
village after breaching the light artillery and the Government
minefield defending the West of Forces were forced to withdraw.
the location. The small force The Creeping Death advanced
defending managed to inflict some further to strike at the Government
losses but were overrun. The Black Forces as they fell back into
Flag forces immediately dug in and Selbera and routed them capturing
a further force of similar size the village in the process.
passed through them to hit at
Milianma, where after some heavy The Centre of Internal Aggression
fighting the attacks defeated the (CIA) seem to have decided to
PdU garrison. The advance halted broaden their geographical position
there but it can only be because of by advancing Westward to take
Henna Va, a lightly defended
logistical problems.
Black Flag has also carried out an Government Forces base. Two
airstrike against suspected Molteni squads of Militia were no match for
positions at Bisdal. It is suspected the regular forces platoon and after
that the target was an airbase but a brief firefight the village was
this attack was based upon faulty cleared.
intelligence. The industry of the
It seems that the Grey Dawn have Molteni village suffered heavy
found an ally by the name of Black damage from the high explosive
Jason’s Bit
Hi, Work goes on with the turn assistance programme. Its a lot more difficult than it looks but I have made
good progress. Hopefully I will trial it with a few players in a month or so.
The Grey Dawn show that even if you are down you don’t have to be out. With a new ally their recovery has
been swift. It seems that studying the map has revealed a decisive weakness in their enemy.
I have tried to keep turns going out as fast as possible but family illness has slowed things a little.
Until next month Jason.

After suffering serious setbacks last
month the Grey Dawn faction has
counter attacked against the
Southern Alliance consisting of the
Molteni, Partido De Unidad (PdU)
and Nacional Unidos Democratica
Estados (N.U.D.E.). The forward
positions occupied by the N.U.D.E.
At Gamner were hit by a mixed
armoured and Infantry force well
supported by artillery. The village
lays on the supply lines to the
North for the N.U.D.E. Faction and
the successful attack by the Grey
Dawn effectively cut off the
defenders from the rest of the
country. An airmobile attack on
Basghia to the North which secured
the almost undefended village for
the Grey Dawn makes the recovery
of the position almost impossible.
With forces trapped in the North
with badly depleted supplies it
seems that there is little hope that
the situation can be recovered.

